
Buyers Showing & Appointment Agreement.  

Hello TPR agents, there are four rep agreements available for you. Two were 
created by me with guidance and direction from attorneys and staff from the 
boards, they have the required disclosures in both. The Texas Association of 
Realtors Created 2 rep agreements a long and short form be sure to view all 
four and understand them.  

The first attached above is the    Buyers Showing & Appointment Agreement. 
This doc will allow you to meet your prospects and show them one or two 
properties (your choice). There is no charge for this showing service. I think it is a 
better idea to show a property and communicate with your potential client face 
to face so you can talk about the value you bring to the buyer as their buyers 
Realtor.  
You can then bring out the second buyers rep which talks about our services and 
our fees. This showing agreement has a location and appointment time in it 
where your prospects will agree to meet you. You must fill this out, there are a 
few blanks here. You must fill in the beginning and ending date. You will need to 
use a doc u sign or use the zip forms authentic sign. You must have these signed 
before you go into a property. You must save these documents. This doc was 
created for those clients you have not met before. If you have solid clients or 
relatives or friends, you may want to go right to the Texas Premier Realty Buyers 
Rep agreement and skip this showing agreement, your call on that.  
 
Agents understand that this is a federal regulation and a part of our Texas Premier 
Company Policy. Our agents must use these when working with a buyer.  
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